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Digital Gold
1．Introduction

The Digital Gold Project is committed to investing in the gold mining business around the world including
Japan and to preserve the environment. This project adopts a rapid online payment function with resource
development as the source of asset value and with small risk of foreign exchange fluctuations and
revitalizes existing market economy. It is a project aimed at revitalizing the markets in various countries
around the world and developing new markets by using unique financial platforms created on electronic
terminals. Procurement funds are used to create a stable settlement environment based on virtual currency
and to improve the global level of mining business with strict environmental standards. The first attempt to
link the real economy and Digital Gold will be done in the international free communication application
BEAT, which is developing in our group. BEAT application plans to use Digital Gold as a settlement
currency of online contents such as games, movies, etc. besides motion comic as of original products. In
addition, at the time of settlement, we offer wallet which can exchange immediately between Digital Gold
for settlement which price fixed with statutory currency and original Digital Gold. We plan to distribute the
highly flexible Wallet SDK so that any company forming an online market can use it as a settlement
currency.
In many cryptocurrencies existing in the world, there is nothing to secure the currency value, the price is
determined only by the supply-demand relationship (speculation, etc.) and the value is unclear as a
currency. Therefore, in unsecured cryptocurrencies, the usefulness is not as high as the US dollar or
Japanese yen in connection with the price when large real economic fluctuation occurs. Furthermore, when
exchanging with cash, counterparty risk (credit risk) exists for many exchanges. Digital Gold works with
safety net (safety valve) by interlocking with resource development (Gold mining business). In addition,
due to thorough measures against money laundering and the effect of decentralized exchange, we
eliminate counterparty risk. With this effect, the possibility of sudden loss or sudden fall of price exceeding
business value is low, asset value is preserved. Digital Gold will build a fast and secure transmission
system in its own block chain. By doing so, Digital Gold aims to establish the cryptocurrency that can be
incorporated as an online payment system based on all real economies such as online shopping, games,
video distributions, trade etc.
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2. Cryptocurrency “Digital Gold” for settlement based on Japanese Gold Mining Project

2.1.

Challenges faced by cryptocurrency using block chains

In 2018, Bitcoin was the most valuable asset value preservation system that was regarded as the most
influential currency on the Internet, but Bitcoin still has a lot of issues regarding the number of issues
issued, the storage capacity of transaction records, and the extensibility. As a recent update by the Bitcoin
Core group to solve these problems, Lightning Network utilizing Time-Locks such as CLTV (Check Lock
Time Verify) and CSV (Check Sequence Verify) will reduce the load on the on-chain, It has been tried. This
leads to a significant extension of Bitcoin's lifespan, but as Bitcoin is circulated as a major currency globally,
there is a need for a very large amount to be deposited online and administrative risk will rise. As an
attempt in a currency other than Bitcoin, many currencies have been created as an improved version of
Bitcoin, including Ethereum as a functional extension experiment and Bitcoin Cash as an extension
experiment of storage capacity, but they have yet to solve these fundamental issues. Furthermore,
exchanges dealing with Bitcoin and WALLET companies are constantly exposed to the threat of Cracking
(malicious hacking), and it is very difficult to protect the assets that can be sent and received on the Internet.
By using general block chain technology, it is possible to completely protect transaction records related to
data transmission / reception. However, At the same time, it creates a huge amount of information on the
network, causing excessive load on the database administrator. Considering the expansion speed of the
hard disk capacity, the simulation that the conventional block chain reaches the end of life in about 10 to
20 years is done. So that Digital Gold is actively working toward solving these issues as a private block
chains. It is not easy to achieve an economic system that people around the world can use easily and
securely, but the minimum necessary items for asset management companies and end users who store
or move cryptocurrencies on the Internet are as follows.
A. Increase convenience as an online currency
B. Eliminate any loss risks associated with asset movement work
C. Eliminate external access to assets
D. Released from waiting for remittance time such as block creation time
A. Increase convenience as an online currency
According to the report of Bank of International Settlements as of March 2018, the market size of Bitcoin
and Ethereum are ranked 6th and 17th in the global market capitalization ranking including the legal
currencies, cryptocurrency is establishing a position as a global currency. However, due to the mechanism
of the cryptocurrency, the function as a means of exchanging with legal tender currency and as a means
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of payment is still limited to the world.
In order to enhance the convenience of Digital Gold as of settlement cryptocurrency, establish sales offices
& exchanges and set up handling stores and operation bases as settlement means widely. Moreover, the
diffusion of cryptocurrency fixed price with the statutory currency, furthermore, the exchange is possible in
Fiat currency (hard currency such as statutory currency / yen, dollar, etc) at each exchange, and many
companies are easy to adopt By advancing environmental development, we will increase the value of it as
a currency based on the real economy.
B. Eliminate any loss risks associated with asset movement work
In the general cryptocurrency so far, if the remittance destination WALLET is not active (in case of not
functioning, unusable, frozen, the secret key (* 2) is lost or/and could not be restored) in the case such as
when there was a problem that the cryptocurrency was lost by remittance to WALLET which no one can
use.
Digital Gold Coin is planning to develop a system that keeps updating WALLET information periodically by
saving ID, PW, Secret Key, and other personal information of management WALLET by fingerprint
authentication function, restoring / updating information. Furthermore, for remittances of high importance,
can create information on remittance to the Smart Contract on the side chain. This makes it possible to
omit the trouble of WALLET information loss and login work and obtain highly accurate remittance
destination information before pressing the remittance button.
C. Eliminate external access to assets
WALLET, which is compatible with Digital Gold, also secures security with an authentication function by
issuing a one-time password using a mail address or other authentication system. In addition, Digital Gold
adopts an algorithm that can counter hacking from the quantum computer by encrypting with the shortest
vector problem (SVP) and recent vector problem (CVP), and applies as much as possible measures
against hacking. Furthermore, with WALLET which can utilize Digital Gold and exchanges, it is easy to
identify individuals by keeping track of transaction records by registering identity cards as essential items,
and measures against anti-money laundering are applied. In particular, the use of automation and
distributed Exchange of KYC (* 3) using the block chain is a recent trend, significantly reduces the
operating cost of administrative side and the costs of the user side both, perform a trade with confidence
at the same time and prepares the environment.
For Digital Gold WALLET which is currently being released, as a unique feature by further upgrading
・Distributed management of secret key and artificial intelligence, to accumulate
distributed information
・Automation of login work by biometric authentication to focus the development.
D. Released from waiting for remittance time such as block creation time
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The processing capacity of Digital Gold Coin created as an XRP token on Ripple Network (* 3) during
private pre-sale period is about 1,500 / sec., but in its own block chain based on Delegated Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (dBFT) in the cryptocurrency Neo, development is aimed at 10,000 cases / sec. In dBFT, the
number of super nodes in the P2P network called "bookkeeper" is carefully selected by voting, and the
remittance speed is increased by reducing the load of block creation. Digital Gold adopts JIZO Monitor
application which always checks safety on super nodes in dBFT and creates an algorithm called JIZO
Monitored Byzantine Fault Tolerance (JMBFT). In JMBFT, reliability evaluation and selection of a super
node is carried out, at the same time, a high cost is set for a malicious action and the asset obtained by
this is applied to a transaction in which a remittance delay occurs, thereby solving it.

2.2.

Mine development to be a source of value and Digital Gold overview

At Jizo Mining Co., Ltd. (* 4), where Digital Gold Laboratory and its group companies own 100% of their
shares, investigating reserves of Jizo mine by an independent mining and geological survey institute in
2017. In the future, we will build an on-line shop of gold products produced by the Jizo Mine Group and
plan to offer discounted purchase only for payment with Digital Gold. For this reason, as for the price of
the present Digital Gold, the fundamental factors are the estimated reserves of Gold at the Jizo mine, and
the supply-demand relationship of Digital Gold itself. In addition, the future Digital Gold price will vary
according to the business scale of The Jizo Mining Co., Ltd.
The following definitions exist in the JORC provision (* 5) recognized as an international standard
regarding the reserves as a factor for Jizo mining value judgment.
Phase 1

Expected Reserves (Possible) : Reliability / Low

Estimated figures can not be posted. However, in terms of geological deposits, the amount of ore in
which volume and grade are expected.
Phase 2

Estimated Reserves (Probable) : Reliability / Medium

It is not determined by the "Suitable Site", but due to the exploration results and the nature of the
deposit, the volume of the ore in which the volume and grade are to be estimated.
Phase 3

Estimated Reserves (Proved) : Reliability / High

Ore volume whose volume and grade have been confirmed by "Suitable Site".

The estimated reserves of the Jizo mine at the present can be judged as Phase 2 (Reliability / Medium)
based on historical mining results, but in order to calculate more accurate estimated reserves, it is
necessary to investigate with high precision by drilling survey etc. in the future. Jizo Mining Co., Ltd. will
acquire the mining rights in more mining areas by business alliance with mining companies in the world,
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and the price of gold will continue to rise, so that Digital Gold market capitalization will rise.

The Jizo Mine Summary
Jizo Mine is one of the few open pit mine in Japan in Otari village, Kitaazumi-gun, Nagano-pref. Jizo Mining
Co., Ltd., through the joint development and M&A, etc. of the world's gold mines, aim to international
resources major. On December 8, 2017, Digital Gold Laboratory Co., Ltd. planned to conclude a
comprehensive business tie-up agreement with Jizo Mining Co., Ltd., and constructed a system that the
asset value preservation on the Internet with the resource company (gold mining business) as the source
of value. The information on high quality gold mining in Japan is very few worldwide, and the Jizo mine is
presented with intention to acquire from Chinese companies and other companies other than Japan.
However, in Asian countries, there is a reality that environmental destruction and health damage are
occurring on a scale that is not small due to mining consideration. In Japan where pollution incidents
frequently occurred in the past and the environmental standards are severe in Japan, rights holders and
managers need to be Japanese operators familiar with environmental standards, laws and environmental
protection technology. Jizo Mining Co., Ltd. aims to raise funds without changing the shareholders or/and
management of Jizo Mining Co., Ltd. by cooperating with the ICO of the virtual currency Digital Gold. At
the same time, the success of Digital Gold's ICO will contribute to the expansion of the business of
Japanese mining companies that set the most stringent environmental standards and labor standards in
the world, which will lead to raising the level of mine development projects around the world.
【Company Information】
Company Name

Jizo Mining Co., Ltd.

Date of Establishment

August 1st, 2013

Capital

JPY 10 million

Business Contents

Exploration, Mining, Beneficiation, Smelting, Sales of Gold &
Minor metals

Location

Kitaotari, Otari-vill., Kitaazumi-gun Nagano-pref., JAPAN

URL

http://jizo.nagano.jp/

Mining Right Registration No.

22 Kanto Keizai Sangyo Kyoku No. 21
Nagano pref. Mining Right Registration No. 477
（Subsidiary: Jizo Mine Development Co., Ltd.）

【Mine Information】
Name of Mine

Jizo Mine

Location

Mt. Atosugi / Mountainside (Altitude 800m)
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Kitaotari, Otari-vil., Kita-azumi-gun, Nagano-pref., JAPAN

Mining Right Acquisition Area
Mining Rights Registration Extent

4,436 are (44,600 ㎡)

Mining Rights Registration Date

21st May, 2013

Operation Plans Permit Extent

90 are (First stage mining area)

Digital Gold Summary
Currency Name

Digital Gold (Abbreviation: DG)

Number of Total Issue

10 billion coins

Algorithm

JMBFT

The total asset value of Digital Gold is up and down by the following factors.
A : Expansion of economic sphere of BEAT APPS
B : Contents expansion of BEAT APPS, Motion Comic Business, etc.
C : Expansion of digital gold settlement economic sphere in online shop
D : Expansion of digital gold settlement economic sphere in real stores
E : Expansion of resource development

(Reference) Digital Gold Coin (XRP Token) Summary
Digital Gold Coin to be a predecessor of Digital Gold is handling at the Ripple Network as XRP token in
March 2017 has been started. Consensus Protocol at current Ripple is often treated as one of block chains,
but basically Ripple and blockchain are different. Ripple is superior in remittance speed and scalability, it
is easier to use than a blockchain as a payment tool specialized for managed financial services that
requires administrator approval work. Ripple 's Validator has also become closer to a consortium type as
it has been dispersed in important data centers around the world. In addition, Stephan Thomas of Ripple
CTO said in December 2017 that Ripple reviews the concept of Smart Contract and plans to independently
develop Interledger under the concept of "proof-of-concept". Depending on the trend of Interledger, we are
considering incorporating Digital Gold into its own network.
However, at the current system of Ripple, it is not possible to avoid foreign exchange fluctuation risk at the
time of settlement or/and to use a Smart Contract that can deal with complex intercompany contracts. This
time, by creating Digital Gold which is the blockchain version of Digital Gold Coin as IOU and utilizing the
Smart Contract function, it is possible to increase transparency and safety, keep high convenience of the
same level as Ripple system and it made it possible to protect the user's assets more safely. This will be
achieved upgrade to true distributed system.
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【Private Pre-sales Performance】
Total Funding

USD 4,190,724

Average Selling Price

1 DGC = USD 0.069

Sales Volume

60,330,000 DGC

Distribution total amount

USD 131.1 million

Scheduled use of procured funds
・System development and operation costs
・Investment in quality metal mining business in the world
XRP Address

r3x6ErtZaN3aLMkhc3B1iFwzJsL9RfXgZJ

Listed Market

Ripple Network (Gatehub)

Market Price

1 DGC = USD 0.26
( 0.49 XRP = 1.00 DGC, 1 XRP = USD 0.51 )
(Conversion Date : 13th April, 2018)

Digital Gold Coin has been issued as an IOU defined by Ripple Lab. However, it will be unified to the Digital
Gold by this upgrade.

2.3.

Issues for cryptocurrency for settlement :
Countermeasure against foreign exchange fluctuation risk

In general, the cryptocurrency has large price movements, and there is a large exchange fluctuation risk
at the time of settlement. Therefore, Digital Gold Laboratory will create Digital Gold (USD - DG) for fixed
settlement with fixed statutory currency (USD) and price. Digital Gold Laboratory is planning an update to
adopt real time conversion system (* 6) in DG Wallet which is the original Digital Gold Laboratory wallet.
Users planning to purchase products with Digital Gold will be able to convert Digital Gold to Dedicated
Digital Gold (USD - DG) for payment within the DG Wallet without paying attention to exchange rate risk.
Users who receive Dedicated Digital Gold (USD - DG) for payment will be able to redeem DG at the
Dedicated Digital Gold (USD - DG) for payment at any time in the DG Wallet.
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2.4. Potential users of Digital Gold
Digital Gold Laboratory Co., Ltd. announced on October 1, 2017 that it will develop a free communications
application "BEAT" (free phone call, free chat, video & movies distribution, games, music, radio, ecommerce, internet banking etc.) centered on the African continent to have concluded a comprehensive
business alliance agreement with The Afjerica Inc. (* 7) on the assumption that Digital Gold will be adopted
as a cryptocurrency for settlement / sales promotion within the BEAT business. In the BEAT business, the
motion comic version sports content and popular online contents of “Made in Japan”, copyright protection
function using the blockchain technology the popularity of online content with a focus on Japanese
companies, and it will be possible to approach USD 10 billion and 20 million people scale of the market.
In addition, if Digital Gold creates its own economic zone with cryptocurrency beyond application billing,
companies that had paid nearly 30% application payment system fee will be able to adopt Digital Gold as
a means of settlement in the future.
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Function as Cryptocurrency Wallet
・

Remittance between wallet

・

QR code settlemrnt

・

Trading Cryptocurrencies (Consilidation with Exchanges)

Providing Contents (Products, Services)
・

Distribution of Motion Comics

・

Distribution of Video & Music contents

・

Distribution of Game contents

・

Online Shopping

・

Services for Travel relations

・

Distribution of Game contents

・

News distribution

・

Chat function (with Cryptocurrency remittance function)

Mobile Information
・

Local information delivery using GPS (Advertisement)

・

Mobile Advertisement

Starting with the adoption of Digital Gold in the "BEAT" application, Digital Gold Laboratory will actively
encourage Internet business companies to adopt Digital Gold as a cryptocurrency for net commerce
settlement / sales promotion.
The increase in companies that adopt Digital Gold as a cryptocurrency for net payment / sales promotion
(Digital Gold market expansion) will increase the value of Digital Gold relatively.
Companies that have decided to adopt Digital Gold as settlement methods are as follows.
Jizo Afjerica Holdings, Inc.
Afjerica, Inc.
Jizo Mining Co., Ltd.
BEAT GAMES Inc. (※ 8)
J-Trade Inc. (※ 9)
Japan Virtual Currency Research Institute (※ 10)
Association of Motion Comic (※ 11)
Japan Support Association of Mineral Resources Development (※ 11)
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3. Proprietary Blockchain Development

Digital Gold is essentially characterized by the fact that the holding amount is secured and it is distributed
as a settlement currency based on the real economy. For this reason, JMBFT Consensus Algorithm, which
is going to develop in the future, is considering bringing it closer to "PoI (Proof of Importance)" more
efficiently. In "PoI (Proof of Importance)", users with a large volume of transactions or/and number of
transactions, etc. are valued highly in the Digital Gold network, and Digital Gold is distributed with priority.
With this effect, business will be actively carried out on the economic platform adopting Digital Gold.
Digital Gold Laboratory implements a voting function for creating new products in order to activate any
market that utilizes Digital Gold as a settlement currency. As an example planned to implement the PoI
type market activation model, we plan to develop a cloud funding system for The Motion Comics projects
using Digital Gold within the BEAT application.

Motion comic refers to an innovative third digital content that can be viewed on a communication terminal
by performing like an animation movies, to put voices and sounds and the design of a comic picture or
frame as it is.
Africa Inc. has the right to publish Motion Comics accompanied with advanced animation creation
technology and lists the copyright from the publisher in the BEAT application. Companies and investors
12

who wish to create motion comics under the copyrights listed in the BEAT application submit project
proposals until publication of motion comics in the BEAT application. For the projects matched and planned
within the BEAT application, users of the BEAT application perform popular voting using Digital Gold, and
new Digital Gold will be issued to users with many votes and PRs.
As a research and development institution for cryptocurrency and blockchain, Digital Gold Laboratory has
"Japan Virtual Currency Research Institute" as a group company, and we are developing Digital Gold's
proprietary algorithms and update blockchains with the latest technology.
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4. Development Roadmap

March 2017

Digital Gold Coin, listed on Ripple Network (Gatehub)

=========================================================
Development of Digital Gold started
<Phase 1>
January 2018

・Digital Gold ICO Plan Launched
・Recruiting companies that will adopt Digital Gold as a means
of settlement

April 2018

・Start PR of Motion Comic
・Digital Gold Whitepaper Ver.1.02 Updated
・Development of BEAT application for introduction of Digital
Gold Wallet

<Phase 2>
21st May, 2018

・Digital Gold, ICO started
・BEAT application marketplace function implementation

20th August, ‘18

・ICO is completed
・Diversification of ICO funds :
① Digital Gold development
② Investment in cooperative business development
③ Advertisement
④ Investment in mineral resource mining business
⑤ Proprietary Cryptocurrency Exchange opening

31st August, ‘18

・Digital Gold / Secondary update complete
・Apply for listing on each exchange

September 2018 ・To start own exchange system development
October 2018

・Digital Gold settlement system, start to provide
・Provision of settlement system to BEAT application
・Implementing Blockchain as a copyright protection function in
14

the BEAT application
November 2018 ・Digital Gold / To be listed on Cryptocurrency Exchanged
<Phase 3>
August 2019

・To start operation of our own cryptocurrency exchange
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5. Operation Plan

5.1. Digital Gold Management - Base Plan

Regardless of legal currency such as USD, EUR, JPY etc, regulation and adjustment / control of money
supply etc. are necessary for distribution. Also in Digital Gold, the system is based on a distributed ledger
and we are planning the establishment of a consortium of the engine of the decision to carry out a control
management for Digital Gold. Consortium members are composed of corporations with high contribution
to Digital Gold based on the JMBFT algorithm. This is aimed at maintaining high reliability. In the example
of other coins, there are factors of lowering reliability, such as mining machines that are responsible for
the operation are in a poor security hut or mining is done by machines by hacking.

< Purpose of Using Procured Funds >

※ Development of Digital Gold
Conversion to JMBFT algorithm, Wallet information management, Product voting,
Settlement, Application cooperation system, Operation cost

※ Development of BEAT Application
Copyright controlled blockchain, Operating costs

※ Development of JIZO Mine
Land, Construction, Equipment, Operating costs, Acquisition cost of other mining area

※ Advertisement
※ Establishment of own exchange
16

5.2. Assumed Token Economy
Digital Gold Laboratory has set target 100 companies to adopt Digital Gold as the settlement currency. In
this column, we will calculate the economic zone generated as an example of the free communication
application "BEAT Project" which is one of Digital Gold 's marketing strategy.
The Afjerica Inc. will release the following contents specifically on the BEAT application as a medium for
providing manga, movies, and games as of June 2018. To expand the content each time the sponsor of
the BEAT app increases, to expand the sales network of online content in the world.
＜ Contents ＞
Motion Comic

3 products

Smartphone Games

15 products

Movies (India · Japan)

81 products

＜ Press Release Strategy ＞
May 2018 ～
・Content advertisement with YouTube channel holder with 20 million subscribers
・Press release by online news
・Contents promotion by each sponsor company
＜ BEAT project scale assumed in 2023 ＞
The criterion for this calculation is USD 770 billion, which is the estimated size of the world online content
market in 2020.
Sales of Japan-derived content is about 2.5% of the global market, of which BEAT app comics, games,
and movies the total contents number 1000, about 0.03% of the content sales 2.5% is expected.
For the entire BEAT project,
a market size of USD 770 billion × 0.03% = JPY 2,310 million / year

is assumed.

In conjunction with this, Digital Gold expects the market size of Digital Gold market associated with BEAT
business to be

USD 2,310 million / year × 60% = USD 1,386 million / year.

In addition, we aim for alliance with 100 companies as online payment market. (See the figure below)
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（e.g.）
http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/mono_info_service/contents/downloadfiles/shokanjikou.pdf

< Annual Business Plan >
The number of BEAT users in 2018 - 2019 (1 year) is expected to increase from 1 million to 6.75 million
people, and the annual profit only by the motion comic business is expected to be about 2,000,000 USD.

Afjerica, Inc.

Motion Comic Balance Sheet Expectation
Induction from the advertising medium of Gekisaka (Kodansha)
CTR
Average PV
Instantaneous maximum PV
Induction average number to the BEAT
The maximum induction number of the moment to the BEAT
Total of 1 week period (the average value)

0.41
36,222,855
100,000,000
148,514
410,000
1,039,596

C User increase ratio 1.5 times, purchase rate 3%

Unit [ Japanese Yen ]

Year 2018
June

July
1,039,596

Number of BEA Users（Soccer fan）

August
1,559,394

1

Number of Publications in Motion Comics

Year 2019

September

2,079,192

3

October

2,598,990

5

November

3,118,788

7

December

3,638,586

9

January

4,158,384

11

February

4,678,182

13

March

5,197,980

15

Cumulative
April

5,717,778

17

May

6,237,576

19

6,757,374

21

23

144

31,188

109,158

202,721

343,067

499,006

701,727

920,042

1,185,139

1,465,830

1,793,303

2,136,370

2,526,218

11,913,769

Sales (Unit Price JPY 100)

3,118,788

10,915,757

20,272,121

34,306,666

49,900,605

70,172,726

92,004,241

118,513,937

146,583,027

179,330,299

213,636,965

252,621,813

1,191,376,946

Revenue Multiplied by 35% Distribution Rate

1,091,576

3,820,515

7,095,242

12,007,333

17,465,212

24,560,454

32,201,484

41,479,878

51,304,060

62,765,605

74,772,938

88,417,635

416,981,931

Number of Sales ( Purchase Rate 3%)

(Revenue minus the carrier Fee 30%, right holder 35%)

Expenditure
Production cost
Contract Costs

25,800,000

(14 times 1 lot, 2 lots production cost)

25,800,000

51600000

20,000,000

(distribution permission for 3 years)

20000000

Selling & Administration Costs
Studio Expense

450,000

450,000

450,000

450,000

450,000

450,000

450,000

450,000

450,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

196,484

687,693

1,277,144

2,161,320

3,143,738

4,420,882

5,796,267

7,466,378

9,234,731

11,297,809

( For 1 studio )

Personnel Expenses

( 6 people )

Distribution Infrastructure Costs

450,000

450,000

450,000

5,400,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

24,000,000

13,459,129

15,915,174

75,056,748

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

2,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

13,000,000

Total

50,646,484

4,337,693

4,927,144

5,811,320

6,793,738

8,070,882

9,446,267

36,916,378

12,884,731

14,947,809

17,109,129

19,565,174

191,456,748

Prifit

-49,554,908

-517,178

2,168,099

6,196,013

10,671,474

16,489,572

22,755,217

4,563,500

38,419,329

47,817,796

57,663,809

68,852,460

225,525,183

Miscellaneous Expenses
Promotion

(Press Release, WEB Advertisement, etc.)

2,400,000

In the BEAT application, we plan to add a chargeable game from October 2018 and to distribute movies
from 2019.
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＜ The Concept of BEAT Application ＞
The BEAT application will expand the market while expanding the contents in the application.
Digital Gold Laboratory will establish liquidity and security measures against legal currency by
independently building a thorough exchanges of KYC. In addition, we intend to link the content in the
application to the payment screen with Digital Gold and create an environment in which settlement with
Digital Gold can be done.

5.3. Listing timing and Digital Gold lockup period
Digital Gold is applying for listing to multiple exchanges as the original blockchain is completed, and we
are preparing for listing at the middle of October. Due to sales at ICO and Airdrop at the exchange, digital
Gold circulating in the market immediately after listing is expected to be about 1 billion coins. The price at
the time of listing is targeted at USD 0.50 which is 5 times the selling price at ICO. At the time of listing,
the price will rise by about 400%, and there is a possibility that sales pressure of USD 500 million will occur.
In order to prevent plummeting price, immediately after the listing is to release the lock-up the DG in the
Wallet by 10% every month, and the maximum value of each month of the selling pressure and USD 50
million equivalent. As for listing as of October 2018, scheduled at 3 exchanges, but assuming the price
immediately after listing is maintained, on average sales pressure equivalent to USD 16 million per month
is generated per exchange. In the near future, since the number of listed exchange is targeted at 10 places,
the selling pressure of each exchange on a practical monthly basis can be suppressed to USD 500,000 or
less.
For companies that have a relatively large number of coins due to business tie-ups, they have signed a
one-year lock-up agreement, and meetings of the Digital Gold Consortium regularly decide on the handling
of Digital Gold, will make thorough consideration not to disturb the market.
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6. Management Member

6.1. Board Member
Ryo Yonezawa

C.E.O.

In earnest interest in virtual currency and block chain technology, established the Japan Virtual Currency
Research Institute (General Institute) in September 2016 and assumed the position of Representative
Director.

Kunitoshi Tojima

Blockchain Development Manager / Director

After web design, server construction management, database management, system development,
currently engaged in blockchain technology development. Assumed the position of director of the Japan
Virtual Currency Research Institute in September 2016.

Kazuo Kishimoto

BEAT Business Manager / Director

Involved in nuclear power plant security system design, appointed in April 2016 to BEAT business
management & Director of The Afjerica Inc.

6.1. Executive Staff
Tadashi Kurokawa

Responsible for Resources Development Deprt.

Mine engineer. Engaged in mining business for many years, assumed as Director of Jizo Mining
Development Co., Ltd. in November 2017.

Masayoshi Suzuki

Blockchain Technologies Development Manager

Involved for many years in the mobile content business, and has experience of entering new business
such as multiple companies. Currently leading by our block chain development team.

Shinya Takai

Executive Manager of Accounting Dept.

Accounting professional, engaged in banking business for many years.

Aika Lee

Head of Asia Region

Born in China Jilin Province. Expert in Chinese, Korean and Japanese communications.

Sho Shinno

Head of Africa Region
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Has experience of trading business for many years and is well acquainted with the handling of e-commerce.

8.

Glossary

Note（※）
※1

Secret Key
Specific encryption with the highest authority to access wallet information. Even if you lose your
ID or/and PW, you can restore the cryptocurrency balance data in the wallet using Secret Key.

※2

KYC
When opening a new account to a financial institution, it is the symmetry of the document
procedure etc. required by the financial institutions.
Abbreviation for Know Your Customer.

※3

Ripple Network
Immediate gross settlement system using distributed ledger technology being developed by
Ripple Inc. It features a very low remittance commission rate and a very fast remittance speed in
foreign exchange & remittance networks.
https://xrpcharts.ripple.com/#/
http://www.sbigroup.co.jp/news/pr/2017/0711_10724.html

※4

Jizo Mining Co., Ltd.
It’s a gold mining company located in Otari village, Kita-azumi gun, Nagano pref.
http://jizo.nagano.jp/

※5

JORC Regulation
It is the minimum standards and guidelines concerning the reporting of the resource amount of
resource-related companies prescribed by the Australian Stock Exchange and the Joint Ore
Reserves Committee (JORC).
http://www.jorc.org/docs/jorc_code2012.pdf

※6

Real-time Conversion System
It is a system that evaluates the price fluctuating currency in real time and converts it into another
currency.
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https://patents.google.com/patent/US20150363769A1/en
※7

Afjerica Inc.
It is a Japanese company developing a free communication application "BEAT" based on the
African market.
http://afjrica.com/jp/home.html

※8

BEAT GAMES Inc.
Beat Games Inc. is a game development company that aims to exploit the block chain technology
to exploit the African market.
http://www.beatgames.online/LrAQjfynIta1j3Pw/

※9

J-Trade, Inc.
Trading company connecting Japan and Azerbaijan
http://www.jtrade.tokyo/

※10

Japan Virtual Currency Research Institute
It is a survey, research and development institute that provides useful information on
cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies widely and generally and conducts cryptocurrency
and blockchain technology dissemination activities.
http://www.jvcr.institute/index.html

※11

Japan Support Association of Mineral Resources Development
It is a non-profit organization established for the purpose of contributing to the growth of resource
development in Japan through mineral resource development consulting.
http://www.jsam.or.jp/

Digital Gold Laboratory Co., Ltd,
All rights reserved.
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